11. SETTING BUTTONHOLE CONTROLS

The buttonhole lever and the buttonhole dial are used to engage the built-in buttonholing mechanism of the machine.

The Buttonhole Lever

The buttonhole lever locks into the stitch length selection system to control stitch length and stitching direction.

- To set, press down and slide lever to (▼) symbol.
- To disengage, press down and slide lever to OFF position.

The lever should always be in OFF position when not in use.

The Buttonhole Dial

The buttonhole dial lets you control the two-step sequence for making the buttonhole.

- To set, rotate dial to the right until setting 1 or setting 2 is under the (▼) symbol and is fully engaged. To ensure engagement, turn dial until mechanism clicks.

The dial will rotate by itself to the OFF position as step 2 of stitching is completed.

The dial should always be in OFF position when not in use.